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tack — chest pain,
shortness of breath,
palpitations, a
sense of weakness.
Older women might be more
at risk for broken
heart syndrome, he
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“Alive Inside,” the film by director Michael Rossato-Bennett,
A won
P Ethe
R audience
W A award
R D for top
IN
U.S. documentary at the Sundance Film Festival in 2014.
Rossato-Bennett is making
a new film, tentatively called
“Alive Inside 2,” that takes a
deeper look at human connec-
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WEIGHT: Options for losing
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New approaches in the
battle of the bulge

obese or overweight, even a
For as long as anyone can remember,
small weight loss can help lower
risk for developing weightAttleboro’s access to clean water was a the
given.
related
conditions.
How do you know if you are
at risk?
But with a growing population and ever-changing
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recBY ROSEMARIE ANTONINO
weather patterns,
that
is
no
longer
the
case.
30. These conditions are not mere cosommend knowing your BMI and

metic concerns.
Carrying around an unhealthy
amount of excess body weight has serious health implications. These include
weight-related conditions such as heart
disease, stroke, type 2 diabetes and certain types of cancer.
The 2014 National Diabetes Statistics
Report identified 29.1 million Americans as diabetic with an estimated 35
million considered pre-diabetic. The
American Heart Association reports
that 85.6 million adults are living with some form of cardiovascular disease. Of
these, heart disease is
the number one cause of
death. For those who are

line Chandler, Life Enrichment
Program coordinator.
N E“Daisy,
R
Daisy, give me your
answer do,” she sang. “I’m half
crazy, over my love for you.”
Chandler moved around the
room, sharing the microphone.
“It won’t be a stylish marriage,” sang one man in a wheel-

Get help losing

We’re
happy
but
angry
FOR MORE information about
body mass index please visit
www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health/educational/lose_wt/BMI/bmicalc.htm

FOR MORE information about
Sturdy’s Wellness Weight
Management Program please
contact 508-236-7497 or visit
www.sturdymemorial.org

your waist circumference as
both provide insight into risk for
weight-related health conditions.
BMI is a screening measure that
utilizes height and weight.
cians with significant knowledge
A BMI of 18.5-24.9 is considof obesity medicine can assist in
ered normal while a BMI of 25.0- positive weight loss outcomes.
29.9 indicates that a person is
At Sturdy, we have develoverweight.
oped the Wellness Weight ManAs indicated above, a BMI of
agement Program to provide
30 or higher indicates obesity.
our community members with
Another way to estimate risk for access to specialists in obesiweight related conditions is to
ty medicine, bariatrics, nutrimeasure waist circumference.
tion, gastroenterology and othA waist measurement of 40
er disciplines that are crucial to
and higher for men or 35 and
weight management. These spehigher for non-pregnant women
cialists are not only knowledgeindicates an increased risk for
able, but compassionate about
weight related conditions. While
their patient’s success. Using the
both of these methods can help
latest technologies and developSEE WEIGHT, PAGE E4 E
identify risk, they are screening
ments in health and weight loss,
tools; a further discussion with
they are committed to helping
your primary care physician
individuals meet their goals.
about other risk factors is imAs part of the Wellness
portant to consider.
Weight Management Program,
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today’s world, we have access that
to most
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plan.are happy with their
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friends and
famia great deal of information both
These
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good about
online and through other sourcto diet with simplified
their finances
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exercise
tent
at
work.
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goventhusiasm
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mediernment, particularthis year.
A3
resources out there may not be
cations, vitamins, and/or
weight
ly the federal governaccurate, thus leading us downment,management
that’s making medications.
them see red.
the rabbit hole of trying the lat- AlmostAdditionally,
this program
8 in 10 Americans
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est fad diet and celebrity trainer
may include
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ly achieving healthy weight loss.
as nutrition
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about such
the same
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say they’rediAttleboro Watershed Manager Steve Brasier walks along a dam, built in the 1920s, at Some
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satisfied
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about
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management,
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publicans are much more supportive of
For some, being overweight
for the ORBERATM IntragasDonald Trump, the front-runner for the
or obese is a result of underly-party’s
tric
Balloon or other surgical ophave been out of water by January 2016.”
presidential nomination.
t was late summer of last year and
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was
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If
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including
complex
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be so
available.
Fortunately the rain came and a criStill,
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out of water by January 2016.’ pin Hill, whichsedentary,
was being kept
low forsleep,
remud flats in some areas. Hoppin
inefficient
enold programs with limited repairs to its dam,
were full.
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Wellness Weight Management
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Kennedy decided the city needed a backNo rain means no water, it’s as simsource for water, hadn’t been at its fullAs there are numerous reaROSEMARIE ANTONINO , MSN,
up supply for the future.
ple as that.
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elieve it or not, summer is quickly approaching and with that
comes thoughts of reviving failed
New Year’s resolutions — the ones committed to “being fit and healthy” and
“losing weight.”
While these thoughts are fueled with
good intentions, there are some hard
and fast numbers that show we need to
take weight loss seriously, for the sake
of our health.
Statistically speaking, 69 percent of American adults are either
overweight or obese,
of this a third of
adults are obese
with a body mass
index (BMI) over
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